LIFESTYLE GUIDE TO SINGAPORE FOR MUSLIM TRAVELLERS

A SUPPLEMENT TO YOUR MUSLIM VISITOR GUIDE TO SINGAPORE 2021
At the heart of Singapore is its diversity — a hub of cultures, ethnicities and religions. This guide offers a peek into its people, local lifestyle brands and unique accommodation stays.

This lifestyle supplement complements “Your Muslim Visitor Guide to Singapore 2021”. Pick up a copy for a detailed look into Singapore's seven neighbourhoods. Download both Muslim Visitor Guides by scanning the QR code on the left.
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More than 15% of Singaporeans are Muslim

More than 70 mosques in Singapore

A plethora of cuisines: Halal Japanese, Korean, Italian, Mexican, Chinese, Swedish and more!

Singapore is a UNESCO creative City of Design

Singapore is the only city in Asia with the highest density of greenery

More than 500 Halal certified hawker centre stalls

More than 2,900+ Halal certified eating establishments and 900+ Halal certified fast food outlets in Singapore

Good to know

Discover Singaporean brands, Made With Passion celebrates local lifestyle brands that make up the rich tapestry of Singapore. The brand mark can be found on selected Singaporean brands’ products, packaging and stores. Look out for some of these brands bearing the mark in this guide!

Disclaimer: The Singapore Tourism Board (STB) is not responsible for the accuracy, thoroughness or usefulness of this publication (July 2021) and shall not be liable for any damage, loss, injury or inconvenience arising from or in connection with its content.

Front cover: Madam Mogra, Jasmine of the City mural in Little India.

Verification or clarification should be sought from individual third parties referred to in this publication. No part of this manual may be reproduced without the written permission of Singapore Tourism Board. All rights reserved.
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SINGEL STREETS,
WHERE DIVERSITY MEETS

Singapore is a melting pot of culture, thanks to the diversity of race and religions that live harmoniously alongside each other. One example of such diversity is Telok Ayer Street. Along this 350m long stretch lies a Mosque, a shrine, a temple and a Methodist Church. Singapore celebrates a number of cultural and religious festivals throughout the year.

Chinese New Year
Also known as Lunar New Year, it is customarily a time to honour both traditional deities and familial ancestors. Visit Chinatown to witness the lights and streets adorned in red.

Thaipusam
An annual festival celebrated by Hindu devotees in Singapore. Witness large and colourful chariot processions when devotees make their way from Tank Road to Keong Saik Road.

Vesak Day
Get a glimpse of candlelight processions and the illumination of the Buddha statue at Kong Meng San Phor Kark See Monastery.

Hari Raya Aidilfitri
Observed after Ramadan, it is a joyous celebration of forgiveness, visiting family and feasting! Geylang Serai offers the sights and sounds that are most festive to this mood.

Deepavali
The streets of Little India are lit up with oil lamps, extravagant statues and a beautiful array of colours on the days leading up to the Hindu celebration of good over evil.

Hari Raya Haji
A festival celebrating compassion, sharing wealth and remembering blessings. A sheep, goat, cow or lamb is typically sacrificed then distributed to families and the needy.

Mid-Autumn Festival
Traditionally a celebration at the end of the Autumn Harvest, the Mid-Autumn Festival sees large displays of lanterns and mooncakes, celebrating the moon at its brightest and fullest.

Christmas Day
There may not be snow in Singapore but the Christmas Wonderland at Gardens by the Bay and festive lights along Orchard Road is a sign that the festive season is around the corner.

DID YOU KNOW?

Haji Muhammad Salleh Mosque
The mosque’s location is a stark contrast to the busy Central Business District. At the top of Mount Palmer sits the tomb of Habib Nuh, a descendent of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).

Petempatan Melayu Sembawang Mosque
Hidden from the main road lies one of the last Malay kampong (village) mosque in Singapore. The mosque’s entrance is sheltered by a noticeably tall rubber tree in what used to be rubber plantations within the Malay settlement.

STREETS OF RELIGIOUS HARMONY

BENCOOLEN MOSQUE
SRI KRISHNAN TEMPLE
CATHEDRAL OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD
CHURCH OF SAINTS PETER AND PAUL
KUM VAN METHODIST CHURCH
KWAN IN THONG HOOG CHI TEMPLE
MAGHAIM ABOIT SYNOAGUE
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TELOK AYER STREET

Queen, Waterloo and Bencooleen streets have one of the highest concentrations of diverse religious institutions in Singapore. In such close proximity and within walking distance of one another, the seven religious institutions coexist in harmony - a true reflection of the importance of religious and racial harmony in multicultural urban Singapore.

Good to Know

A Uniquely Singaporean tradition, the Chingay Parade is an annual event that celebrates Singapore’s multicultural ethnicity. From dazzling floats to extravagant displays, the Chingay Parade beautifully showcases the cultural mix that truly makes Singapore what it is. The Chingay Parade is traditionally celebrated on the second week of the Lunar New Year by Singaporeans of all ethnicities.

Racial Harmony Day
Mural At Keong Saik Rd, Tiong Bahru
Singapore commemorates Racial Harmony Day on 21 July every year to mark strong ties among Singaporeans of different communities and for them to get together and celebrate diversity.

Singapore is a melting pot of culture, thanks to the diversity of race and religions that live harmoniously alongside each other. One example of such diversity is Telok Ayer Street. Along this 350m long stretch lies a Mosque, a shrine, a temple and a Methodist Church. Singapore celebrates a number of cultural and religious festivals throughout the year.

This short 350m stretch encapsulates Singapore’s diversity.
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Fahimah Thalib is a modestwear model who has garnered attention for her versatility in both commercial and editorial work. Notably, Fahimah is the first hijabi model and breakout star of Vogue Singapore’s viral launch video in August 2020. Apart from modelling, Fahimah is also a speech therapist by profession, where she works with patients who have communication disorders to find their “voice”.

Fahimah Ankara Baju Raya
@oliveankara
Tiong Bahru
A slow fashion brand that brings traditional African fashion right here in Singapore. Turn heads with its eye-catching and unique designs. You can even customise the pieces any way you fancy! Named after Fahimah herself, this Baju Raya is inspired by the earthy tones of nature, coupled with the exciting prints, it is both bold and down-to-earth.

Anothersole
@anothersoleofficial
Orchard Rd
A comfy casual pair of shoes are the must-haves of any wardrobe. With a range of styles from classic casual to luxurious leather, Anothersole might just be the best place to rest your soles in style. Also, Glitter Shoes!

Modern Footwear and Accessories
@charleskeithofficial
Orchard Rd
A local brand with a global presence, Charles & Keith curates quality footwear and accessories without breaking the bank.

For Her

For Him

Handmade Heroes
@thehandmadeshirt
Kampong Gelam
Start your clean beauty journey, au naturel, with The Min List. The Min List specialises in carrying only Halal, vegan and organic beauty products from a comprehensive selection of local and international brands.

The Everyday Watch II
@plainsupplies
Marina Bay
Versatile and functional with interchangeable straps, the timepiece encompasses minimalism.

FOR HER

FOR HIM

Meaningful and Versatile Jewellery
@carriek_rocks
Orchard Rd
Let your personality shine with their versatile range of accessories.

Printed Scarves and Shawls
@saharashawl
Kampong Gelam
Beautifully crafted hijabs that exude quality and style – sure to be the centrepiece of your wardrobe.

Hana Pants Set
@kaifiyyah
Kampong Gelam
Cuffed sleeves and drop shoulders make this outfit great for any occasion.

Nugget Clutch
@lingwubags
Orchard Rd
LINGWU produces timeless leather bags for the independent, modern woman. An ethically sourced brand, they embody the spirit of buying less and buying better.

Havana Sienna
@aliaanggun
Kampong Gelam
Alia Anggun’s apparel shines through the noise with its sophisticated style. Gelling together the idea of modesty and the boldness in fashion.
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A trip will be incomplete without gifts for your loved ones back home. This curated list of locally designed and crafted products contains functional yet quirky items for a slice of Singapore to take home with you.

**UNIQUE KEEPSAKES**

**Singapore Salted Egg Crab**
@thegoldenduck.sg
Crunch through the famous flavours of Singapore, all incredibly recreated in bite-sized snacks.

**Black Tea Leaves**
@twguefficial
Marina Bay
A blend of multiple teas leaves and spices that truly embodies the diversity in Singapore.

**Sultana Purple Prayer Mat**
@lasouk
Orchard Rd
Perfect for the artsy soul.

**Desk Essentials**
@thepaperbunny
Made with water resistant nylon, the Dumpling Bag is a sturdy one. Paired with its simple yet compact foldable design, it is perfect for any day of the week.

**Personalised Leather Goods**
@byndartisan
Made by craftsmen, these fully customisable handmade goods exudes luxury with its quality and style.

**Handcrafted Vegan Soap**
@rdytoglow
Made with functional yet quirky items for a slice of Singapore to take home with you.

**Peranakan Oud**
@singaporememories
Brings home the iconic fragrances of Singapore with these locally scented perfumes.

**Go-Ang Pratunam Chicken Rice**
@goangsg
This Michelin Bib Gourmand eatery serves fragrant and flavoured Thai-style Chicken Rice, paired with a lip-smackingly good homemade chilli sauce.

**Mala Xiang Guo**
@lefuse_sg
Kampong Gelam
Experience the Sichuan-Chinese dish loved by locals, Mala Xiang Guo. Caution: Mala translates to spicy and numbing, so come prepared!

**Duck Ramen**
@tokyoshokudosg
Indulge in authentic Halal Japanese dishes like Asakusa Tendon and Beef Shabu Ramen by award-winning chef, Akimitsu Tanahara.

**Tortellini di Manzo**
@kucina_sg
Expand your Italian food repertoire with Kucina’s detectable Risotto Di Seppia (Squid Ink Risotto) and Funghi & Tartufo (boat-shaped pizza).

**Lobster Fried Rice**
@thefortunecookie.sg
From the ambience to the food options, this eatery will keep you steeped in local Chinese culture with authentic dishes.

**Signature Pulled Beef Overrice**
@overrice
Try Overrice’s Signature Pulled Beef Bowl, topped either with their addictive white suace or fiery chilli sauce, and be transported to the streets of Manhattan, New York.

**Lotus Tea Leaf Soup**
@taiwangermain
Made by craftsmen, these fully customisable handmade goods exudes luxury with its quality and style.

**Personalised Leather Goods**
@byndartisan
Made by craftsmen, these fully customisable handmade goods exudes luxury with its quality and style.

**Handcrafted Vegan Soap**
@rdytoglow
Made with functional yet quirky items for a slice of Singapore to take home with you.

**Peranakan Oud**
@singaporememories
Brings home the iconic fragrances of Singapore with these locally scented perfumes.

**SMITH MARINE FLOATING RESTAURANT**
@smithmarine
Singapore’s first Halal floating restaurant, this modern kelong will tick two items off your list: fun activity and mealtime. Dine on the freshest fish, caught by your own hand. Uniquely located between Pulau Ubin and Changi Point ferry terminal, book your return ferry tickets in advanced.
DESSERTS GALORE

From the artisanal to the distinctly local, you will find a wide variety of sugary goodies to give you that mid-day energy boost. Whether you love waffles and ice cream, freshly baked pastries or boba, there’s something in here for every sweet tooth.

---

**Milk Singapore**
@milk_singapore
Kampung Gelam

Bobba fans, get a taste of Singapore with Milk’s Ice Kacang Bubble Tea. They also offer crispy, fluffy honeycomb Waffles – a delightful dessert for any sweet tooth.

---

**Rumi Rooftop Bar**
@rumithepoetscup
Kampung Gelam

Quench your thirst with Rumi’s masterfully crafted Artisanal Coffee and mocktail selection. They have been a local favourite for years.

---

**Wanderlost Lounge**
@wanderlostlounge
Kampung Gelam

Go for the mocktails, stay for the ambience. This enchanting book-themed non-alcoholic bar is great for a chill night out with friends. Must-try: The Little Prince mocktail.

---

**100labs**
@100labs
Kampung Gelam

Kampung Gelam

Some say they have one of the best Halal Buttermilk Waffles in town. Pair it with one of their signature gelato and you might rethink sharing this dessert.

---

**La Fez Cafe & Bakery**
@wearelafez
Kampung Gelam

One of their bestsellers, this almond tart is fruity, nutty and creamy all rolled into one, topped with Chantilly cream and fresh figs.

---

**Motherdough Bakery**
@motherdoughbakery
Kampung Gelam

The snaking lines speak volumes. This bakery is loved by locals, serving up handcrafted, artisanal baked good like their Double Baked Almond Croissant.

---

**Tauhuay.SG**
@tauhuaysg
Kampung Gelam

Sweet and silky, tauhuay is the perfect dessert for a hot and lazy afternoon about town. TSG Gems brings it up a notch with Singapore-esque toppings like Taro balls and Cincau.

---

**Kentang Ball**
Roxy & Nora

One of their bestsellers, this almond tart is fruity, nutty and creamy all rolled into one, topped with Chantilly cream and fresh figs.

---

**Rumi Rooftop Bar**
@rumithepoetscup
Kampung Gelam

Quench your thirst with Rumi’s masterfully crafted Artisanal Coffee and mocktail selection. They have been a local favourite for years.

---

**Motherdough Bakery**
@motherdoughbakery
Kampung Gelam

The snaking lines speak volumes. This bakery is loved by locals, serving up handcrafted, artisanal baked good like their Double Baked Almond Croissant.

---

**Kampung Gelam**

Boba fans, get a taste of Singapore with Milk’s Ice Kacang Bubble Tea. They also offer crispy, fluffy honeycomb Waffles – a delightful dessert for any sweet tooth.
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---

Shamsydar Ani was dubbed the ‘Sambal Queen’ for her flair in mixing spices during her time as a finalist in Masterchef SG season 1. This bubbly mother of one is a true blue foodie, splitting her time between food photography & writing, recipe development, and maintaining an active social media presence. She also wrote a cookbook titled Spices & Lime: Recipes from a Modern Southeast Asian Kitchen.

---

**Good to Know**

HalalTrip makes place discovery and trip planning easy and fun for Muslims. Discover exciting activities, unique Halal food to try and find prayer times and mosques wherever you are with ease.

**Download the App**
REST AND RECHARGE

These premium hotels were carefully selected for their prime locations in the city, cozy yet classy ambience and Halal certified in-house restaurants. After a fun-filled day around the city, rest, relax and recharge without venturing too far.

Royal Plaza on Scotts
Carousel | @royalplazascotts | Orchard Rd
With clean and stylish room design, this longstanding hotel will make you feel right at home in the heart of town. Home to award-winning Halal buffet restaurant, Carousel.

Fairmont Singapore
Asian Market Café
@asianmarketcafe.sg
Marina Bay
A timeless hotel of choice, Fairmont Singapore promises a luxurious stay for all guests. The hotel's Halal in-House restaurant, the Asian Market Café, allows for a truly carefree stay.

Grand Hyatt Singapore
StraitsKitchen
@grandhyattsg
Orchard Rd
This hotel offers a cosy yet luxurious stay for guests, with rooms that are homely and spacious. Enjoy the flavours of Singapore at affordable prices at StraitsKitchen.

Village Hotel Bugis
The Landmark
@thelandmarksg
Kampong Gelam
Conveniently located in the hip but deeply historic Kampong Gelam precinct, you’ll not run out of things to do around this hotel. For a wide variety of food, check out The Landmark restaurant.

Days Hotel by Wyndham Singapore at Zhongshan Park
@dayszhongshanpark
21 on Rajah
A comfortable stay at Days Hotel is underscored by the accommodation's modern look and feel, and the availability of a locally adored Halal buffet restaurant, 21 on Rajah.

Holiday Inn Singapore Atrium
Atrium Restaurant
@holidayinnsgatr
Tiong Bahru
A reliable and familiar name for most travellers, the design and amenities are super accessible and contemporary – even more so due to its Halal Atrium Restaurant.

PARKROYAL COLLECTION
Marina Bay
Peppermint
@parkroyalcollectionmarinabay
Marina Bay
Located at the heart of Marina Bay with picturesque views of the city skyline, Park Royal Marina Bay is strategically located close to shopping and attractions. Dine with ease at its Halal certified restaurant, Pepperment, serving healthy farm-to-table cuisine amidst lush greenery.

If you’re looking for a place to stay with a little more character and creativity, the wide selection of boutique hotels across the island will leave you spoilt for choice. Here are some unique picks that are stylish and modern, sure to be the cherry on top of your exciting holiday.

Hotel Soloha
@hotelsoloha
Chinatown
Hotel Soloha is hip and chic. Buzing with youthful energy, this boutique hotel will keep you excited and energised for the entirety of your trip.

Lloyd’s Inn
@lloydsinn
Orchard Rd
A polished, minimalist resort-like getaway tucked away in the heart of town, Lloyd’s Inn is the perfect place for rest and rejuvenation after a night in the city.

The Warehouse Hotel
@thewarehousehotel
A refined beauty that marries the modern with the historical, this hotel skirting the Singapore River will calm any guest after a night out with its warm, earthy tones.

M Social Singapore
@msocialsingapore
With its modern and spunky design, M Social is a popular name among young locals. The hotel is cozy and a great pit-stop for those constantly on the go.

Wanderlust, The Unlimited Collection by Oakwood
@wanderlust_hotel_sg
Little India
Wanderlust is nestled in a heritage 1920s Art Deco building that artfully blends old world charm with modern day comforts, located only minutes away from downtown Little India.

Naumi Hotels
@naumihotels
Marina Bay
A safe space for intrepid explorers looking for comfort amidst the buzz of the city, Naumi Hotels is the definition of modern minimalism with a contemporary twist.

Disclaimer: Restaurants in these hotels are Halal certified and they may serve alcohol on their premises.
24 HOURS IN SINGAPORE

With plenty of things to see and many places to be, there is always something to keep you occupied out and about the city. If you are up for the task, challenge yourself to an action packed day by venturing out to the city until the wee hours of the morning with this round the clock guide.

9AM
Exploring Singapore's Southern Islands: St. John, Lazarus and Kusu islands
@originjourneys
Take a breather from the hustle and bustle of the city with a trip on a guided island tour to visit the beautiful Southern islands: Lazarus Island, St. John Island and Kusu Island. Witness the pristine beach of St John's Island and walk over to Lazarus Island via a path connector, where you can enjoy lunch with a view. Tip: Pack plenty of water and snacks as there are no stores on the islands!

2.30PM
Jewel Heist: An Outdoor Escape Room Tour
@tribetours
Taking place at Singapore's most prized Jewel, embark on a thrilling heist that will test your teamwork and have you solving riddles. Led by the mastermind of the operation who is also the guide and gamemaster, players in teams of two to five people work together to overcome missions and ultimately unravel the mystery that surrounds Jewel Changi Airport.

4PM
Passion Tour: Everyday Secrets of Singapore Public Housing HDB Tour
@everydaytours
Curious about how Singaporeans in a typical residential neighbourhood live? This tour will bring you to three different types of public housing estates and discover the role it plays in Singapore's secret to multiculturalism. If you want to meet real locals in the heartlands, this tour is for you!

6PM
Fairytail Gastrobar
@fairytalbar
The Fairytail Gastrobar is helmed by the same minds behind Wanderlost. A Halal rooftop dining gastrobar concept, Fairytail promises whimsical themed cocktails paired with a bird's eye view of Singapore's formidable skyline.

2AM
R.K Eating House
1 Kensington Park Rd, 5557253
Open 24 hours, R.K. Eating House is known for their crispy prata with a soft, doughy centre paired with a side of fish curry. Reviewers highly recommend the R.K Special consisting of two pieces of plain prata drenched in mutton curry, topped with two glorious soft boiled eggs and a dash of sambal (chilli).

1AM
Prawning @ ORTO
@orto.sg
ORTO is Singapore's first multi-recreational park with a karting arena, trampoline park, paintball and prawning ponds. It is the largest prawning facility in Singapore with a total of 10 ponds and is open 24 hours daily. Prawning is a favourite pasttime for locals as a way to spend time with loved ones. Best part is, electric grills are available at the premises to grill the prawns without additional charges!

10PM
Don Don Donki
@donkisg
Orchard Rd
Japan's biggest and well-loved discount chain store, Don Don Donki, now has eight outlets islandwide. The Orchard Central store is open 24 hours, making it the perfect place to stock up on a wide-variety of items such as clothing, groceries, beauty products and all sorts of gifts for loved ones back home!

9PM
Virtual Reality Adventure
@virtualrooms
Chinatown
Virtual Room promises an escape room concept with a 3D cinematic experience to deliver a realistic and immersive adventure for all ages. Played in groups with friends or family, each player has their own designated room where they can communicate, roam and work together to solve challenges.

7PM
Passion Tour: Let's Go Bike...at Night!
@letsbikelegisapore
Marina Bay
Enjoy the cool night breeze and picturesque scenery at dusk on this bicycle tour of Marina Bay at night. Marvel at the cityscape as the local tour guide navigates the riverfront promenade and the business district. Witness as Singapore comes alive at night!

CHINATOWN MURDERS GAME TOUR
@tribetours
Embark on an outdoor escape room game tour as you play detective in solving a series of puzzles around Chinatown to catch a serial killer on the loose!

CANOPY PARK IN JEWEL
@jewelchangiairport
Canopy Park at Jewel has mazes, slides and nets for the young and young at heart.

JURASSIC MILE
@jangaripark
Jurassic Mile is Singapore's newest and largest permanent outdoor display of life-sized dinosaurs. It is open 24 hours and we recommend a nighttime visit for a larger-than-life experience.

NERF ACTION XPERIENCE
@nerf
For a fun-filled, adrenaline pumping activity, head over to NERF Action Experience. The multi-themed activity zones will leave adults and kids alike, screaming for more.

PORT OF call for all
The Fastrack
Singapore Public Housing HDB Tour
@orto.sg
Kampong Gelam Tiong Bahru Sentosa
Passion Tour: Everyday Secrets of Singapore Public Housing HDB Tour
@everydaytours
Curious about how Singaporeans in a typical residential neighbourhood live? This tour will bring you to three different types of public housing estates and discover the role it plays in Singapore's secret to multiculturalism. If you want to meet real locals in the heartlands, this tour is for you!

A MUSLIM LIFESTYLE GUIDE SUPPLEMENT
DOWNLOAD THE GUIDE
If you are searching for more Halal restaurants, places to shop and things to do in Singapore, download "Your Muslim Visitor Guide to Singapore 2021". This Muslim-friendly guide to the seven neighbourhoods helps maximize your stay.

1 Orchard Road
2 Kampung Gelam
3 Little India
4 Tiong Bahru
5 Chinatown
6 Sentosa
7 Marina Bay
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**SINGAPORE VISITOR CENTRES**

**Chinatown**
2 Banda Street  
(behind Buddha Tooth Relic Temple and Museum)  
Daily 9am-9pm

**Funan Mall**
Basement 2  
107 North Bridge Road  
Daily 10am-10pm

**Katong / Joo Chiat**
Kim Choo Kueh Chang  
111 East Coast Road  
Daily 9am-9pm

**Orchardgateway**
216 Orchard Road  
(next to orchardgateway @emerald)  
Daily 8.30am-9.30pm  
CURRENTLY CLOSED

**Esplanade Waterfront**
8 Raffles Avenue  
#01-18  
Daily 8.30am-8.30pm  
CURRENTLY CLOSED

**ION Orchard**
Level 1 Concierge  
Daily 10am-10pm

**Kampong Gelam**
55 Bussorah Street  
Daily 8am-6pm  
CURRENTLY CLOSED
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